PMGA Hole-In-One
Insurance Program
The PMGA has adopted a new program for HIO Insurance for 2012 and
for the future. The basis for the new program came from a
recommendation by a PMGA member. He borrowed the idea from a
club that has implemented this with great success. Our motivations for
this change are the many positive aspects of the program itself, the
simplicity of the program’s implementation, and the higher payout to
the recipient. Following are the basic details of the program:












No collection of cash or annual fee!
All PMGA members are HIO members.
HIO requirements remain the same as past years. (see attached doc)
Every time there is a HIO, each PMGA member is charged $4 to their
member account. (For example, if there are 5 official HIO’s in 2012, each
member will pay $20 for the year).
Instant email notification to all PMGA members upon receipt of HIO
information by the player.
Instant $600 bar tab opened on behalf of the HIO recipient. This tab will
remain open until all funds are exhausted. This encourages the player to
celebrate the achievement with any and all PMGA Members.
HIO recipient receives ¼ of the money in cash and ¼ of the money in pro
shop credit. Total benefits and cash to HIO recipient of can exceeds $600
(depending on how many PMGA Members are billed).
Player will receive a HIO plaque at the Year End PMGA Banquet.

The goal of any HIO program is to protect the player from an excessive bar tab,
and to allow that player an opportunity to truly enjoy their great and rare
accomplishment. This program epitomizes those goals and adds a reward in
addition. This program will also increase the overall membership’s exposure to
the accomplishment instantly! Let’s go make some aces!

